
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 4 - 2022

TERM 2 WEEK 7 - TERM 3 WEEK 6

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate the physical world of forces, especially in sport. We will be
tuning into the Commonwealth Games as a real world connection to this
Inquiry. The students will also investigate the elements of a fair test and
conduct hands on learning experiences using experiments. 

To use and apply the Learner Assets of communicator, collaborator, 
self-manager, researcher and thinker through a range of explorative and
student lead tasks.

Help me at home by discussing the different types of forces that can be
used in a variety of sports that will be broadcast during the Commonwealth
Games.

LITERACY
To continue using  'The Writing Process' to plan, draft and publish different
text types including persuasive texts. To identify and use the appropriate
persuasive devices  such as modal verbs to create a strong argument.

To reflect on my reading goals and set new goals for reading to help improve
my comprehension, fluency and accuracy.

You can help me at home by encouraging me to read every night and
complete my Reading Log. 

NUMERACY
To investigate strategies to support the solving of problems involving
multiplication and division facts to 10. 
To convert between units of time and solve problems involving time
duration.
To investigate measurement using scaled instruments .

Help me at home by playing card and dice games with me and
encouraging me to help when cooking by measuring ingredients. Ask
my teacher for some game ideas.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES 
To be RESPONSIBLE. 
We do this by being responsible for our learning and
bringing the right equipment to class everyday. 

Help me at home by helping me to organise a schedule so I
remember to put my device on my charger and pack my
bag correctly in the morning.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY 
4HST- Monday
4KKT- Monday
4DLT- Monday
4TCT- Monday
4WPT- Monday
4HRT- Monday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Developing independence: developing reflective and self directed learners.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
4HST- Tuesday
4KKT- Tuesday
4DLT- Tuesday
4TCT- Wednesday
4WPT- Wednesday
4HRT- Tuesday

THE ARTS
4HST - Tuesday
4KKT - Tuesday
4DLT - Tuesday
4TCT - Friday
4WPT - Tuesday
4HRT - Wednesday

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal goals that I have set with my
teacher after discussions with my parents. I will use the
strategies I learn at school during read to self, guided
reading, and one-on-one feedback sessions with my teachers
to help me engage in the books that I have at home.


